Strong enhancement of optical absorbance from ionic self-assembled multilayer thin films of nanocluster Pt and polymer dye
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The observation of unusually enhanced optical absorbance spectra of ionic self assembled multilayer ͑ISAM͒ thin films composed of alternating layers of Pt nanoclusters ͑Ͻ1 nm dimension͒ and polymer dye is reported. The first bilayer absorbance is found to be considerably larger than that of several succeeding bilayers even though there is no difference in composition for each bilayer. A layer-by-layer-dependent redshift in maximum wavelength position due to the strong coupling of metals and polymer molecules is observed. The saturation absorption is obtained for the first time when the required thickness of the ISAM film is deposited. The large and unusual enhancement effects are attributed to both the charge-transfer mechanism and very large local fields and collective phenomena near the surface of the small metal clusters/electrolytes and at the interfaces between the cluster/polymer multilayers. © 1999 American Institute of Physics. ͓S0021-8979͑99͒00601-5͔
I. INTRODUCTION
The enhancement of surface phenomena due to microscopic surface roughness has caused a great deal of excitement during the past 2 decades. Examples are surfaceenhanced Raman scattering, 1 surface-enhanced secondharmonic generation ͑SHG͒, 2 and enhanced photoemission from metal particles induced by inelastic electron tunneling and scanning tunneling microscopy ͑STM͒, 3 to name a few. Despite substantial progress in the past, great controversy still surrounds the nature and the mechanisms of such surface-enhancement phenomena ͑SEP͒ because there is yet very little known about the detailed nature of the metal surface profile, and the adsorbed molecule bonding sites. Moreover, in nearly all prior experiments for which SEP has been observed, it is not possible to form thin films in a way that ideally emulates the desired synthesis procedure of starting off with a bare surface, and continuously varying the molecular and metal cluster coverage.
Additionally, thin films with a few monolayers of molecules adsorbed onto opaque metallic surfaces often produce strong light scattering so may not be used as active device elements in many device applications. If further applications are anticipated, in particular for optical and optoelectronic devices, it is desirable to develop new methods of SEP which do not require thick and opaque metallic films as the SEP substrate media. Moreover, the thickness of the films should vary from a few nanometers to microns to enable high resolution for various device applications.
In this article, we describe a method for the preparation of multilayer thin films alternately composed of Pt nanoclusters and polymer dye molecules by a novel ionic selfassembled monolayer ͑ISAM͒ process. 4 It is demonstrated that this new process can be successfully performed with ultrafine Pt cluster ͑Ͻ1 nm͒ and ultrathin layers ͑Ͻ1 nm͒ of polymer dye molecules. The ultraviolet/visible ͑UV/vis͒ absorption intensity of the ISAM Pt/polymer films was found to rapidly increase as more layers were deposited, and some unique characteristics of SEP are first observed due to both the unique multilayer architecture and molecular structures, as well as nanoscopic roughness effects. Our team has demonstrated the synthesis of more than 1200 ISAM layers with excellent surface morphology, although the enhancement mechanisms for such film systems need additional analysis, the resulting thin films may be used as active device elements due to their strong SEP effects and versatile architecture, because they do not scatter much light, and because their thickness may be varied from a few nanometers to micrometers with angstrom resolution.
II. EXPERIMENT
Polyelectrolyte poly ͑diallyldimethylammonium chloride͒ ͑PDDA͒ was obtained from Aldrich, and polymer dye, poly R-478 ͑R478͒ from Sigma as shown in Fig. 1 . Platinum nanoclusters protected by PDDA surface passivation coatings were prepared by the hydrogen reduction method. Potassium tetrachloro platinate (K 2 PtCl 4 , Aldrich͒ dissolved in aqueous solution containing PDDA with a molar ratio of Pt polymer of 1:5 was reduced by bubbling first with argon, and then hydrogen gas, vigorously, each for 15 min. A change of color from light yellow to dark brown was immediately observed. The PDDA-coated Pt cluster size in the dispersion is less than 1 nm as by particle size measurement ͑Zetasizer 3000, Malvern Instruments͒, and confirmed by ellipsometry measurement ͑AutoEL II-3W, Rudolph Technologies Inc.͒. Extensive ellipsometry measurements and atomic force microscopy ͑AFM͒ visualization of the growth of similar multilayer films formed by the ISAM process suggest partial interpenetration between successive molecular layers. 4 Thus, the effective contribution of each bilayer to the total thickness of the thin film is about 2 nm, as indicated by the a͒ Electronic mail: roclaus@vt.edu data in Figs. 4 and 5. This is consistent with the optical scattering measurement of Pt particle size less than 1 nm. The concentrations of the anionic and cationic solutions are the same and 4ϫ10 Ϫ3 M. The typical fabrication of PDDA/R478 and Pt:PDDA/ R478 multilayer thin films using the electrostatic selfassembly process was carried out as follows. 4 A precleaned quartz substrate was immersed in the cationic solution of Pt:PDDA for 3-5 min, then rinsed extensively with water. Subsequently, the slide was dipped into the anionic solution of polymer dye, R478 for 2-3 min followed by extensive washing with water. By repetition of this simple two-step process in a cyclic fashion, the layer-by-layer ionic selfassembly of consecutive layers of Pt nanoclusters and polymer dye molecules into multilayer thin films on both sides of the substrate was achieved.
UV-Vis spectroscopy ͑Hitachi U-2010͒ was used to monitor the layer-by-layer deposition process. The regular increase in the absorption spectra is due to the layer-by-layer deposition process. Consecutively alternating multilayer assemblies were also characterized by using an AutoEL II-3W ellipsometer ͑Rudolph Technologies, Inc.͒. Thickness measurement accuracy was Ϯ0.1 nm and each reported value was the average of at least ten measurements taken at different locations.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The achievement of an ordered arrangement of multilayer films of metal nanoclusters and other molecules is very important in light of future applications and full understanding of the surface-enhanced phenomena. The fabrication of thin films of nanocluster metals and various functional molecules, with excellent molecular-level uniformity and precise control of film thickness at the angstrom levelthrough processing at ambient conditions-is highly desirable, especially for nanoclusters with small size, narrow size distributions, and long-term stability. Wang and Kerker 5 reported that the enhanced absorption of dye-coated particles depends on the particle size, the optical properties of the core ͑silver, gold, and dielectric͒, the coating thickness, the spheroid eccentricity, and the interaction of metal particles with adsorbed dye molecules. Glass et al. 6 also found the strong coupling between the metal and the dye that has absorption bands in the same frequency range as the plasma frequency of the particle, and that this strong coupling can greatly modify the plasma resonance of the particles. In order to exhibit strong enhancement of absorbance, judicious selection of the molecules and synthesis of the extremely small particles for different applications should be considered.
The UV-Vis absorbance spectra of the R478 and ͑Pt:P-DDA͒ aqueous solutions are illustrated in Fig. 2 . The absorption maximum of the R478 occurs at 234, 251, 350, 519, and 550 nm, respectively. A shoulder at 236 nm appears in the case of the absorption spectrum of Pt:PDDA.
Optical absorption spectra that progressively follow the deposition process and growth of PDDA/R478 ISAM films, up to 80 bilayers on quartz slides, are shown in Fig. 3 . One can clearly see that the consecutive adsorption of layers is stepwise and the deposition process is very consistent from layer to layer. The linear increase in absorbance at 524 nm with the number of bilayers suggests that each layer adsorbed contributes an equal amount of material to the thin film, 4 and yields an average optical density of 0.0058 Ϯ0.0007 per bilayer at 524 nm. Optical ellipsometry was used to monitor the growth in the thickness of the PDDA/ R478 multilayer ISAM films. A linear increase of the thickness with the number of bilayers of the PDDA/R478 ISAM films within a Ϯ3% error is demonstrated in Fig. 4 . The odd number corresponds to the PDDA layers, whereas the even one corresponds to the R478 layers. In each layer, approximately 7.2 Å of R478 and 5.8 Å of PDDA were adsorbed.
The progress in the electrostatic self-assembly of organic films led us to explore the self-assembly of metal nanocluster multilayers. Here the key issue is whether metal nanoclusters can be organized into macroscopic surfaces that have well- defined and uniform nanometer-scale architecture. 7 Direct measurements of the increase in the thickness of the grown ISAM films of Pt:PDDA/R478 by ellipsometry is shown in Fig. 5 . A linear increase of the thickness with the number of bilayers of the Pt:PDDA/R478 ISAM film within a Ϯ5% error is observed. In comparison to the 7.2 Å approximate thickness of R478 in Fig. 4 , the thickness of the PDDAcoated Pt cluster layers is very small, and on the order of 12.9 Å. The thickness of the resulting thin film as a function of bilayers thus increases in 20 Å increments per bilayer, indicating very uniform Pt cluster diameters.
The absorbance spectra of the layer-by-layer increments of ISAM films of Pt:PDDA/R478 are shown in Fig. 6 . The absorption spectra show two major absorption bands: one around 236 nm ͑hereafter called band A͒ and one around 524 nm ͑band B͒. Band A has a peak position similar to that of both of the Pt:PDDA complex and the R478 molecule. Band B can be attributed to R478 alone. In order to clearly compare the changes as the thin-film thickness is gradually increased, the peak positions and the intensity increments in Fig. 6 are shown in Table I . For band B, the absorbance intensity of the first bilayer is 0.065, which is about ten times larger than that ͑0.0058͒ for the PDDA/R478 film. The absorbance intensity increases linearly at 0.011 ͑double that of PDDA/R478 ISAM films in Fig. 3͒ per bilayer for the first four bilayers, slightly more rapidly, at approximately 0.015 per bilayer for the fifth and sixth bilayers, then much more rapidly at 0.021-0.045 per bilayer for the additional multilayer coverage, whereas the absorption peak position of band B remains unchanged. For band A, the single plasma resonance seen for Pt becomes a pronounced peak at around 236 nm, and this can be attributed to the strong coupling between the Pt:PDDA complex and the R478 molecules. It is very interesting to see that the same first bilayer larger enhancement effect occurs again, whereas the intensity increment is no longer linear as that in band B. The intensity increases more quickly as additional layers are deposited and soon reaches saturation as the 11th bilayer is deposited. Another important feature of our enhanced absorption spectra at band A is also shown in Table I . Only for the first bilayer of the R478/Pt:PDDA film, where there is little material absorbed to the substrate to cause substantial interaction at the molecular level, does the composite film spectrum appear similar to the sum of the individual spectra of the R478 and Pt:PDDA solutions. For the thicker films ͑from two to ten bilayers͒ the maximum wavelength position continuously shifts from 236 nm to longer wavelengths at about 3 Å per bilayer as the strong enhancement of absorbance increases very quickly with more layers deposited. It is evident that the presence of the R478 molecule affects the absorption spectrum of the Pt:PDDA nanocluster complexes greatly. Such change must be attributed to strong interaction of the metal clusters with the adsorbed molecules that have absorption bands in the same frequency range as the plasma frequency of the metal nanoclusters. 6 Moreover, a large redshift of 5 nm is observed when the 11th bilayer is deposited, indicating that the optimal condition for absorbance enhancement is obtained. The behavior of the enhancement factor is more readily observed by taking the relative percentage increment of absorbance data in Fig. 6 , (A j -A i )/A i (iϭ1,2,3,¯,11; j ϭiϩ1) shown in Fig. 7 , which gives the coverage dependence of the enhancement factor, as a function of the number of bilayers away from the first bilayer of the film. (A j -A i )/A i increases steadily at about 23%-26% per bilayer in the range from nϭ1 -8 bilayers, quite rapidly at about 32%-48% per bilayer for larger values of nϭ9 -10, and then approaches saturation ͑180%͒ for nϭ11.
Direct evidence concerning the morphology and interparticle spacing and packing comes from AFM studies of ISAM Pt/polymer films. Tapping-mode AFM images were collected by using a Nanoscope III ͑Digital Instruments͒ at ambient environment. Figure 8 shows the morphology of the multilayer Pt:PDDA/R478 films with 30 bilayers on quartz substrate. Examination of the image reveals several special features: ͑a͒ the particles are closed packed, and selfassembled with each other by strong electrostatic interaction in three dimensions due to the presence of the polymer overlayers and interlayers; ͑b͒ the particle size and coverage of our film system is uniform over areas macroscopic compared to the particle size; ͑c͒ the roughness is uniform and defined solely by the Pt:PDDA diameter and the thickness of R478 monolayer as well as the repeated dipping cycles.
Although theoretical understanding of the mechanisms for SEP is not yet complete, it is generally agreed that in any given adsorbate-substrate system several enhancement mechanisms may be operating. 8 However, the relative importance the various mechanisms is somewhat controversial. 9 Several distinct features are observed in our absorption experiments: ͑a͒ the first bilayer absorbances at bands A and B were found to be considerably larger than those of a few succeeding bilayers even though there is no difference in composition for each bilayer, ͑b͒ a layer-by-layer-dependent redshift in maximum position was observed for band A, and ͑c͒ a sharp increase in absorption enhancement only appears after several bilayer films are deposited. The very large relative percentage increments of 48% for the tenth bilayer and at least 180% for the 11th bilayer ͑saturation͒ indicate that a resonance absorbance phenomena similar to resonance Raman scattering exists and is obtained only after a specific thickness of film is accumulated. Similar behavior is observed for multiple thin films prepared in the same way.
Potential contribution to the observed resonance due to planar optical cavity interference effects in the film have been considered. The index of refraction of the composite film material, measured by multiwavelength ellipsometry, is approximately 1.48, so one quarter of the 236 nm resonance wavelength corresponds to 59 nm of optical path length, or 40 nm of distance through the film. Eleven bilayers have a thickness of approximately 22 nm, or approximately one eighth of a wavelength. Further, as additional bilayers are added, the resonance peak at 236 nm is found to broaden to both shorter and longer wavelengths, and additional small absorption peaks at approximately 350 and 530 nm as shown   FIG. 7. Increment enhancement factor (A j -A i )/A i (iϭ1,2,3...11; jϭiϩ1) , as a function of coverage in bilayer equivalents. in Fig. 6 , also appear and saturate for film optical path lengths less than a quarter wavelength. Additionally, much thicker multilayer films of two distinct materials with different indices have been intentionally designed and formed into multilayer dielectric interference filter stacks using the electrostatic energy analyzer ͑ESA͒ process. For those very different film materials and geometries, single and multilayer interference effects are clearly observed.
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On the other hand, in our film system, first, the energy structure of the extremely small Pt cluster may separate into discrete energy levels from the bulk energy band gap, and second, the metal cluster is coated with PDDA, an electrolyte. Such a metal-electrolyte interface constitutes an electric double layer that results from the generally different Fermi levels in both media. The capacitance of this electric double layer is extremely high, on the order of 50 F cm
Ϫ2
. 11 The high double layer capacitance makes the metal-electrolyte interface a place of unique experimental possibilities, which are almost impossible to be realized for a metal surface in vacuum.
11 By simple charging of the double layer, high electric fields ͑several 10 7 V/cm͒ and large surface charges can be easily obtained. 10 For weak coupling, the charge transfer between the metal and the molecule is a small effect, and the interaction may be described as the hopping of an electron between molecule and metal. For stronger coupling the charge transfer will take place via a strong admixture of molecular orbitals and electron states in the metal, and our Pt:PDDA/R478 ISAM films meet this special requirement. When the molecules are ionically absorbed on the metal nanocluster and/or ionic molecules, the electronic excitation may be transferred to the molecule and back to the metal ͑and/or to ionic molecules͒ through the strong coupling of the metal/molecule complex. Furthermore, the layerby-layer ionic self-assembly of the selected anionic species ͑R478͒ and cationic complex ͑Pt:PDDA͒ makes the longrange charge transfer ͑CT͒ through the multilayer structure ͑superlattice͒ possible, which may play a crucial role for the resonance absorption phenomena.
If the charge-transfer model for SEP is adopted here, when the surface of Pt:PDDA/R478 ISAM film is exposed to light, an electron of the Pt cluster is excited and transferred from its initially filled state to an empty state of a nearby molecule, i.e., first to the PDDA and then back to the Pt. At the same time, an electron from the excited anionic molecule R478 can also be attracted into the empty state of PDDA through strong ionic interaction, or may even further penetrate into the empty state vacated by the transfer of an excited electron. In this case, the layer-by-layer-dependent redshift in maximum intensity position might be simply a manifestation of the existence of a charge transfer among the ionic bonds between the layered anionic and cationic molecules and the ''quasichemical bond'' between the metal and PDDA complex. Thus, in solid particles of very small dimensions, photon-electron coupling will be increased, because momentum is no longer an appropriate quantum number to describe the energy transfer process. 12 According to Otto et al., the charge transfer energy can thus be turned in and out of resonance with the incident photon energy. [12] [13] [14] Therefore, the resonant absorption is due to the resonant coupling of the ionic molecule electronic modes and the metal's conduction electron resonance. In this metal electronmediated resonance effect, a charge-transfer transition from metal states below the Fermi level to unoccupied orbitals ͑called affinity levels͒ of adsorbates, shifted and broadened upon adsorption, is assumed. 12 A possible explanation for the requirement of larger thickness for the resonant absorption saturation is that the individual Pt:PDDA/R478 complex cannot form an effective complex energy band until sufficient surface concentrations of such complex sites are reached with the buildup of ISAM films. The ISAM process thus allows the gradual filling of the total energy band structure. bance enhancement here. Jeanmaire and Van Duyne reported that the coadsorption of organic adsorbates and ions obviously leads to large surface-enhanced Raman scattering ͑SERS͒ intensities, however, much larger intensities occur if the anions have been replaced by halide ions. 13 Although we attribute the enhancement absorption to the charge-transfer mechanism mainly based on the understanding of our experiment results and the unique multilayer-film system used, the extent to which such a charge transfer mechanism contributes to our resonant absorption is still not totally clear since the electromagnetic mechanism cannot be excluded here. There may be very large local fields and collective phenomena near the surface and at the interfacial layers of the small metal clusters/electrolytes. Such absorption enhancement may comprise both the single-particle enhancements as addressed by Gersten and Nitzan 15 and collective phenomena as analyzed by Chance et al., 16 Wang and Kerker.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
Layer-by-layer ionic self-assembly has been used to fabricate consecutive layers of ͑Ͻ1 nm͒ Pt nanoclusters and layers of polymer into multilayer. This unique multilayer structure has demonstrated a layer-by-layer-dependent redshift in maximum wavelength position, and the saturation absorption is obtained after the minimum thickness of the film is deposited. The large and unusual enhancement effects are attributed to both the charge-transfer mechanism and very large local fields and collective phenomena near the surface and at the interfacial layers of the small metal clusters/electrolytes. The above results are exciting since optical absorption plays a key role in nearly all photon-related and photon-electron-related phenomena and all spectroscopes routinely used today to characterize surfaces. In addition, the ultrathin molecular-level uniform Pt film can also be used in the catalyst industry.
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